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EDITORIAL
This third issue of AC Review of Books begins with an
interview with Glyn Morgan conducted by Katie Stone. The
interview discusses Dr Morgan’s recent book, Imagining the
Unimaginable: Speculative Fiction and the Holocaust, which
tackles the question of how writers negotiate representing
the horrors of such an event in their fictional worlds.
This interview also touches on key theoretical debates in
Holocaust studies, as well as broader discussions about the
status of genre fiction, and the relevance of these literatures
to the more contemporary resurfacing of the far-right in
areas of the global West.
The reviews section begins with Jordan McCullough’s
response to The Undying: A Meditation on Modern Illness by
the poet and essayist, Anne Boyer. McCullough praises this
work as both a poetic and moving account of the author’s
personal experience with breast cancer and as a searing
scholarly critique of the United States healthcare industry.
Next, Robert Yeates reviews The Race Card: From
Gaming Technologies to Model Minorities by Tara Fickle.
Yeates enjoys the ‘wit’ and ‘originality’ of this exploration
into the way games, both analoge and digital, have been
mobilised in the establishment and in the countering of
Asian racial sterotypes in the United States throughout its
history.
Joris van Heijningen then considers Fraud in the Lab
by Nicolas Chevassus-au-Louis. Van Heijningen comments
on the breadth of examples of scientific fraud discussed in
the book and on the culture that perhaps gives rise to such
poor practice, inviting other scholars to consider what they
might do in similar circumstances.
Rose Hilton finds much to commend in Anecdotes of the
Enlightenment: Human Nature from Locke to Wordsworth
by James Robert Wood. Hilton discusses the way Wood

i

successfully foregrounds the role of the anecdote within
a variety of key Enlightenment texts but expresses some
reservation surrounding the limited variety of texts under
consideration.
Shakespeare and the Folktale: An Anthology of Stories
edited by Charlotte Artese finds a receptive reader in
Brittany Eldridge whose review praises both the aims and
execution of this anthology. Eldridge reserves particular
praise for the success of this book in its core argument
for a greater appreciation of the folk tales drawn on by
Shakespeare in crafting his numerous plays.
Jag Williams’ review of City Living: How Urban
Dwellers and Urban Spaces Make One Another by Quill R
Kukla applauds ‘a theoretically robust and socially-engaged
work of philosophy’ which explores the ‘mutually constitutive
relationship between urban spaces and urban dwellers’, and
tackles important issues of spatial justice.
Finally, Daphne Ng delights in the pocket-sized
encyclopedia of fascinating fungi, Fungipedia: A Brief
Compendium of Mushroom Lore by Lawrence Millman.
Ng shares a microbiologist’s perspective on this accessible
introduction to the world of mushrooms, finding much to
be admired in what she describes as ‘the book the experts
wish they would have written to share their fascination with
fungi’.
VICTORIA ADDIS

FOR BEATRIX
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Imagining the
Unimaginable
Interview with Dr Glyn Morgan
Katie Stone
tools of speculative fiction - time travel,
the alternate history, the dystopia - to
represent an event often conceived of
as unrepresentable. He demonstrates
that, far from distracting from the
immensity of the Holocaust’s traumatic
legacy, non-mimetic fiction enables its
readers to grapple with an event which
violently transformed the boundaries of
possibility.
I know that your previous work
has focused on alternate history
narratives. It strikes me that in
other hands this book could have
become simply a study of WWII
alternate histories. Why did you
think it was important to focus
specifically on the Holocaust?
It’s funny that you ask that because,
actually, that’s exactly how the
research for this book ultimately
began. The book is an expanded and
revised version of my Ph.D thesis
which I originally proposed as being
a study of the Second World War’s
representation in alternate history
and speculative fiction. Of course I
didn’t have to do much preliminary
research to realise that this was too
vast a topic for a single thesis-length

Dr. Glyn Morgan is a curator of
exhibitions at the Science Museum in
South Kensington, London. He is also
an honorary research fellow at the
University of Liverpool from whom he
obtained his PhD in Literature in 2017.
In this interview Dr. Morgan and I
discussed his monograph, Imagining
the Unimaginable: Speculative Fiction
and the Holocaust (2020). Here Morgan
examines how authors have used the
1
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project and I needed to re-scope. Early
on in the research I became more and
more fascinated by the theory and
commentary I was reading around
the Holocaust, specifically the debates
around representation and I realised
that this discourse is being played out
in the fiction of the Holocaust in really
interesting ways and this felt like a
direction worth pursuing. At the same
time, when I started the research, over
a decade ago, we were living through
the era of the so-called “War on Terror”,
the surveillance state was creeping and
right-wing rhetoric around Islam was
increasingly mainstream in the media
and political arena in the West and I
felt there were valuable lessons about
authoritarianism, scapegoating, and
intolerance which could be usefully
highlighted. Of course by the time I
finished the book this had only become
even more relevant…

first few decades after the war. It’s
a complex and multifaceted debate
because it wraps up all sorts of complex
artistic, ideological, and ethical issues.
Some of those such as the privileging
of accounts written by survivors
are fairly unobjectionable, but some
statements end up straying into an
ownership of historical narratives and
that makes me uncomfortable. Once
we pass first-hand experience, as the
Holocaust has now done, who is to say
which narratives are more appropriate
than others? Obviously there are
delicate questions of appropriation
and such, but those are for nuanced
and thoughtful navigation not for
blanket statements of ownership or
impermeable barriers. At the same
time, as a literature scholar, it isn’t for
me to say this text should or should not
exist; the fact remains that it exists
and thus is worthy of my attention. So,
if I found myself gravitating towards
This study obviously touches
any maxim by one of the big Holocaust
on the conflict between, on the
scholars it was probably Berel Lang’s
one hand, Elie Weisel’s famous
statement that ‘the Holocaust is
statement that ‘there is no such
speakable, has been spoken, will be
thing as a literature of the
spoken … and, most of all, ought to be.’
Holocaust,’ and on the other,
These texts exist, they will continue
Shoshana Felman’s contention that to be written (and have been), so we
the Holocaust ‘does not kill the
should study them and find out what
possibility of art - on the contrary, they’re doing.
it requires it [...] for its realization
in our consciousness as witnesses’. One of the most striking things
Could you discuss how you
about this project is your
navigated this tension.
insistence on the importance, not
just of Holocaust literature, but of
It was something I had to give a lot of
speculative Holocaust literature.
thought to. With so many examples
Scholars of speculative fiction
of Holocaust representation in our
are used to having genre fiction
popular culture, I’m not sure it’s a
dismissed as juvenile or trivial.
debate that most of the public give
It seems all the more important
consideration to, but it permeates
to address this accusation when
Holocaust Studies and is an especially
dealing with such a violent
crucial discussion to understand in the moment in history. What do
you think speculative fiction
2
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to make commentary on it, or use it in
their commentary on other matters, in
ways which are fruitful for them whilst
reducing the risk of being offensive, or
accidentally providing misinformation.
This was another one of the
It lets them turn over this traumatic
attractions for me. The seeming
juxtaposition of speculative fiction and event in people’s lives, but also in
national consciousnesses, and talk about
it’s reputation as not being “serious
it in a different way. It allows them to
literature” with the single event in
communicate something to a reader that
Western history which is taken so
otherwise might remain incommunicable.
seriously as to be almost sacred. In
particular I was fascinated by the
I think that idea, that speculative
variation in types of author who
fiction offers narrative possibilities
have deployed speculative fiction
not accessible through realist texts,
techniques in their storytelling,
comes through really powerfully
especially as for many it is a rare or
singular foray into genre in otherwise in your writing. To take alternate
history as an example, a number of
realistic or “literary” careers so you
get Booker Prize winners like Howard the texts in your study attempt to
answer the question: ‘What if the
Jacobson or Pulitzer Prize winners
Nazis had won the war?’ What do
like Philip Roth and Michael Chabon
you think such texts are doing to our
and chart bestsellers like Stephen
Fry and Robert Harris alongside more understanding of the inevitability of
historical time?
conventional science fiction grandees
like Philip K. Dick, Norman Spinrad,
Alternate histories, by their very nature,
or Jo Walton.
question the inevitability of events.
However many of them do so only within
For these writers I think they were
certain ranges: eliminating Hitler (for
drawn into using speculative fiction
example) might not result in avoiding
techniques because by destabilising
the Second World War. However, even
reality in their novels they are
nudging history in a slightly different
able to approach the Holocaust in
direction can create fascinating new
a different manner. They are able
specifically offers to those
working through this historical
trauma?
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viewpoints from which we can think
about our own history and present.
In doing so many of these alternate
histories deconstruct our perspective
on historical time as a linear, singular
thread and instead encourage us to
think about voices and perspectives
that were previously silent, or to
consider the veracity of certain
narratives. A good example of this is
the myth of British Exceptionalism
which has long and complex roots
but which draws strength from a
popularised image of Britain, standing
alone against Hitler, only the thin line
of the English Channel separating
democracy from Fascism in Europe.
This myth says that had Britain been
invaded then the British would have
resisted the German army at every
inch: we would have fought them on
the beaches, etc etc etc. Proponents
of this myth use this hypothetical
resistance to draw contrast with
nations of Europe like France who
were seen as having surrendered
too easily or too quickly and they
completely ignore the fact that the one
British territory which was occupied
by the Germans (the Channel Islands)
did collaborate and accept foreign
rule because most people just want
to survive and get on with life. So,
Jo Walton’s Farthing, for example,
portrays a Britain which negotiates a
“Peace With Honour” with Germany
after Dunkirk, over the subsequent
trilogy of books Britain becomes a
satellite state of the German Reich and
fascism reappropriates or distorts our
national institutions whilst British
Anti-Semitism and racism is given full
voice.

around the Second World War
(as demonstrated in their baffling
deployment in the Brexit debate on the
one hand and Covid-19 on the other),
anything which can explode those
myths and cause us to re-evaluate
ourselves and our history is valuable
now more than ever.
You write a lot about texts which
challenge the association of
Nazism with an absolute and
incomparable evil. Your book very
effectively traces the history of
this association - showing how
insisting on the unique horror of
the Holocaust was initially a tactic
to combat a right wing tendency
towards Nazi apologism, but
which has since had the perhaps
unintended effect of diminishing
the violence and trauma of other
genocidal regimes. Do you think
there is a connection to be made
between Holocaust speculative
fiction and, for example, the
emerging field of indigenous
futurisms which address the
genocide of Native Americans?
I hope so. One of the key things I think
speculative fictions of the Holocaust
do (although I’m not sure the authors
always intend this…) is that they call
into question simplifying myths which
dominate the cultural imagination
and popular discourse of the event.
By imagining a world in which there
was a worse Holocaust you chip
away at the idea of the Holocaust as
the epitome of human suffering and
hopefully find yourself more alert for
future suffering in the world. The
problem which Indigenous Futurisms
and also Afro-Futurisms have, is that
they are trying to undermine historical
narratives which have been engrained

National myths are always simplistic
but I think many in the UK have
become toxic, particularly those
4
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in Anglo-American consciousness for
much longer, and in which powerful
commentators have vested interests in.
Holocaust discourse and an image of
the event didn’t emerge in the minds of
the non-Jewish British and American
public until the 1960s and there were
commentators and novelists resisting
discussing it in terms of absolutes
from the beginning. In contrast, Black
and Indigenous Histories have been
subsumed under “mainstream” (aka
White) history for decades. I think
this creates a wealth of potential for
speculative fiction to engage with those
histories and expose the narratives in
interesting and engaging ways which
problematise mainstream history in
the way these Holocaust fictions do,
but I also think that such narratives
will receive more resistance. You
cannot rationally argue that the
Holocaust was not a genocide – it
is the event for which the word was
coined – but there are still many who
resist thinking about the African Slave
Trade or the oppression of Native
Americans in the same terms, not
least because unlike the Holocaust
it puts the UK and the USA on the
wrong-side of the ethical line. At the
same time, maybe speculative fiction
can find ways of opening the historical
debates out and appeal to people who
are turned off by revisionist essays
about Christopher Columbus or realist
novels about the police brutality
against African Americans.

familiar to readers, even if only
as a thought experiment: the
idea of travelling back in time to
kill Hitler. I was interested how
sceptical the authors of these texts
were about this possibility and
how much they shied away from
attempts to mitigate the effects of
the Holocaust even within their
fiction. Could you speak a bit
more about this scepticism?
I think it’s partly an acknowledgement
that although we too often learn
about history in terms of biographies
and personalities, that is not
actually how it develops. The Second
World War and the Holocaust are
culminations of years of far-right
politics in Europe, paranoia about
the rise of Communism, centuries
of anti-Semitism, and the fallout
from a badly handled response to
the end of the First World War.
Removing one man, even the man
around whom a personality cult of
leadership was established, does not
change the fact that these big wheels
of social pressure were turning. So,
for example, Lavie Tidhar’s A Man
Lies Dreaming imagines that the Nazi
party never makes it into power in
Germany because the Communists
beat them to it, the prominent Nazis
all flee to live in exile in London. The
Holocaust doesn’t happen on schedule
but at the end of the novel British
exceptionalism, anxieties around a
fading Empire, and our own racism
and anti-Semitism has led to the rise
of the British Fascists and hints at an
even darker future. Similarly, Stephen
Fry’s Making History creates a world
where Hitler is never born but instead
another man rises to power instead
and this one is more competent and
calculating than the hot-headed

I think a lot of people are only
just waking up to the fact that
speculative fiction can be, as
you say, used to dismantle these
engrained historical narratives.
There is a trope of Holocaust
speculative fiction specifically,
though, which I think will be
5
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Hitler which leads to the complete
annihilation of European Jews and a
dominant German Empire long into
the twentieth-century.

both as an element of anti-facist
activism and, perhaps more
worryingly, as a potential fascist
tool?

I don’t think these texts are asking us
to be thankful for Hitler, or to shrug
at the Holocaust and say “there was
nothing we could have done”, we can
certainly learn lessons from the Allies’
inaction with regards the Holocaust,
not least around taking more refugees.
Rather, texts like this force us to look
at our real history and face up to the
fact that this horrible thing is part
of how we got here. This world we
have created is built on some horrible
foundations but it is better that we
face them and learn from them than
gloss over them and buy into simplistic
myths of one evil man seducing vast
swathes of Europe into collaborating in
his destructive vision.

I really do. Because of its interest in
alterity and new worlds, speculative
fiction is highly suited to challenging
political positions and imagining new
realities. But it’s not some neutral tool,
there is SF that will lend itself to antifascist activism and it’s important to
excavate those texts and bring them
to the fore, but you’re right that there
will also be speculative fiction which
could itself be a fascist tool, perhaps
even counter to the author’s original
intention. In this political moment
right now, where polarisation seems
more important than principle, when
literacy seems like an after thought
in a post-truth environment, I think
it’s actually more important than ever
that we have nuanced and insightful
readings of speculative fiction. We
need to find the texts which can
be read into our activism, that can
energise our resistance of fascism, we
need to deconstruct those that work
for fascism and understand their
mechanics so that we can recognise
them more easily, and we need to find
things that bring us hope, joy and
purpose.

Absolutely. In much the same way
I think it’s easy to see the legacy
of Nazism in far right extremists
today, literal neo-Nazis, but it’s
equally important to address the
more insidious aspects of fascism
within mainstream right wing
politics. Do you think there’s scope
for more work on speculative
fiction’s engagement with fascism,

6
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the critiques presented in Seamus
O’Mahony’s Can Medicine Be Cured?,
also published in 2019, Boyer’s text
speaks to the creation of a “capitalist
medical universe in which all bodies
must orbit around profit at all times”
(149). Out of this spring many of the
damaging aspects of contemporary
care provision: the lack of psychosocial support; the dehumanisation
of patients, particularly (single)
females; inadequate sick leave
to complete treatment; and the
increasingly pervasive “awareness
culture”, to name but a few. This
“awareness culture”, driven in part
by large pharmaceutical companies,
has, in Boyer’s view, become one
of the greatest threats to the
contemporary cancer patient. With
access to unlimited sources of medical
information online, the fear of what an
Internet search might reveal is often
greater than the fear of the disease
itself.

Review of The Undying: A
Meditation on Modern Illness by
Anne Boyer. Allen Lane. 2019.
308 pp.
JORDAN MCCULLOUGH

While the text vigorously criticises the
social inequalities that result from the
profit-making ethos of US healthcare,
Boyer also extends her critique
beyond the system and addresses
individual actions by doctors,
nurses and the general public. She
comments upon the lack of compassion
in contemporary healthcare, the
overwhelming focus on “getting the
job done” and the inability of society
to understand illness and engage with
both patients and survivors, leaving
them relegated to a state of “bare
inexistence” (142).

In The Undying (2019), poet and
essayist Anne Boyer offers a personal
and emotive account of her experience
of breast cancer diagnosis, treatment
and survival. Blending memoir,
scholarship and textual activism,
Boyer’s work addresses many of the
themes we have come to expect of
twenty-first-century cancer writing:
isolation, objectification, loss of self,
pain, suffering, care. Where Boyer’s
text departs from other similar works,
however, is in its open and explicit
attack of contemporary care practice
in the USA, particularly regarding
capitalism’s “full and festering hold”
on American healthcare (156).

Boyer also engages powerfully with
questions of expressing illness,
devoting particular attention to
language. She is quick to refute the

Chiming notably with many of
7
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idea that language breaks down in
the face of illness and pain: “[P]ain
doesn’t destroy language: it changes
it” (213). The patient learns a new
language: the language of illness.
In the case of a cancer narrative,
the patient’s falling hair “will fall
into new alphabets and new words”,
she argues (48). This association of
the biological and the textual, seen
throughout the work, expands our
understanding of what it means
to communicate illness. Boyer also
foregrounds this communication at
a structural level, highlighting the
ability of a fragmented narrative to
communicate equally, if not more,
powerfully than an apparently
cohesive whole.

existential. On this level, Boyer
refutes a further received idea
around suffering, namely that “we
are always alone in pain” (242).
Drawing on literary and artistic
representations, she aims to “write
about pain without any philosophy”
(208), attempting to overcome
what she sees as pain’s exclusion of
literature. Boyer seeks to present a
fresh and tangible representation of
the suffering that results from breast
cancer, writing against many of the
dominant artistic and sociological
depictions of cancer patients: “I
would rather write nothing at all
than propagandize for the world as
is” (116).
This discussion of writing cancer
foregrounds a central preoccupation
of the work: what is the value of
literature in addressing illness?
Boyer offers many robust responses.
Literature reminds us of our “unoneness”, communicating “pain’s
leaky democracies, the shared

Although Boyer’s exploration of pain
and suffering is mostly focused on
the physical, in her social critiques
and discussions of (self-)erasure we
get a glimpse of the other forms of
pain endured by cancer patients:
social, emotional, psychological and

8
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vistas of the terribly felt” (239).
Literature allows for the expression
of bodily experience: ‘Everything
about being sick is written on our
bodies first and sometimes written
in notebooks later’ (43). Literature
is also inherently personal: Boyer’s
text offers an account of a singular
experience of illness, which refuses
the generalization of
“[w]omen’s suffering […] into
literary opportunity” (117). The
Undying is never presented as a
paradigm for the understanding of
contemporary illness, but rather
acknowledges the fundamentally
individual nature of each illness
experience. That said, with its
proliferation of intertextual
references, the text demonstrates
the ability of literature to help the
reader make sense of and express
illness: “in my forty-first year I
gathered these writers around me
[…]. I imagined a new structure for
the world” (290). Finally, the work
addresses literature’s reparative
and empowering functions: “If this

book has to exist, I wanted it to be a
minor form of reparative magic, for it
to […] grant anyone who reads it the
freedom that can come through being
thoroughly reduced” (284).
In shedding light on the all-toooften overlooked aspects of cancer
diagnosis, treatment and survival, The
Undying addresses many important
questions in healthcare today. While
undoubtedly a socio-medical critique,
Boyer’s skilful blending of personal,
scholarly and engaged writing gives
this text a resonance that defies binary
categorisation. By breaking down
many of the expectations of cancer
literature, Boyer offers a text that goes
to the core of what it means to be a
human being: to suffer, to love, to live
and to die. In laying down the gauntlet
for change, both in healthcare and in
wider society, the reader is faced with
the poignant, poetic question that sits
at the heart of the text: “Are you going
to be the snake or are you going to be
the snake’s cast-off skin?” (280).

9
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systems of her subject matter, creating
a structural contrivance which adroitly
pulls together the breadth of the book’s
contents. At the same time, she points
out that a lack of awareness of the logic
underlying the die’s construction (and
accordingly the book’s oppositional
coherence) “is, from one perspective,
meaningless: it has no effect on a
player’s ability to roll dice or the dice’s
ability to generate random numbers”,
meaning that the player can
allow these systems to perform
their disciplinary work as quietly
and invisibly as they always have.
To be aware of a die’s underlying
logic, on the other hand, is to be
counterintuitively drawn further
into the game.

Review of The Race Card: From
Gaming Technologies to Model
Minorities by Tara Fickle. New
York University Press. 2019. 257
pp.
ROBERT YEATES

The internal consistency of the die’s
construction “comes to signify as
evidence of its nonarbitrariness” (26). It
is this kind of subtle dynamic which is
at play throughout Fickle’s book, in her
concept of “ludo-Orientalism.”

Even in the arrangement of its chapters,
The Race Card clearly showcases its
author’s command of the subject matter,
originality, and wit. The structure of the
book is “guided by the formally playful,
ludic logic of a six-sided die” (22),
divided into six chapters and grouped
into two parts. As with the six-sided die,
in which the opposing sides add up to
seven, resulting in a “secondary ordered
coherence created by a common sum”,
so too do the book’s chapters possess
an “oppositional yet complementary
coherence”, with links made explicitly
between chapters 1 and 6, 2 and 5, and 3
and 4 (22). By arranging the book in this
manner, Fickle self-consciously engages
in the kind of the rule-based, ludic

Ludo-Orientalism (not to be confused
with the related but narrower concept
of techno-Orientalism) takes in a wide
range of phenomena, “wherein the
design, marketing, and rhetoric of
games shape how Asians as well as
East-West relations are imagined and
where notions of foreignness and racial
hierarchies get reinforced” (3). Placing
focus on the concept’s history in the
United States, Fickle shows how the
rules, logic, and popular conceptions of
skill- and chance-based games, whether
digital or analog, have informed and
continue to inform the racialization of
Asians and Asian Americans. LudoOrientalism is shown to be present in
various social processes and policies,
10
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often in ways which have long gone
unaddressed.

language of games to achieve analogous
ends” (49). In directing her focus on
this subtler role of games, Fickle shows
how “theories that use games (game
theory) and theories about games
(the field of game studies), despite
being seen as disparate entities, are,
like ‘real’ and metaphorical games,
necessarily related in practice” (52).
Chapter 3 looks at the ludo-Orientalist
means through which Asian Americans
came to be redefined after the Second
World War with the myth of the
“model minority”, “beginning with the
steady stream of mainstream media
representations of postwar Chinese and
Japanese Americans as heroic risktakers reaping the rewards of an allAmerican life” (85).

Chapter 1 addresses the use of
stereotypes of Chinese Americans as
“inveterate gamblers” from the midnineteenth century to bar Chinese
immigration and refuse naturalization
to Chinese Americans. While many
historians have been quick to dismiss
such stereotypes, Fickle demonstrates
that “gambling was minor neither to
early Chinese American experience
nor to debates over immigration and
exclusion” (34). Rather, gambling was
prevalent and popular among many
of the settler communities of the
western United States, only taking
on a negative attribution to Chinese
Americans between the 1850s and
1880s. Fickle’s analysis of this shift
draws on sources including the antiChinese San Francisco Illustrated
Wasp and Bret Harte’s infamous poem
“The Heathen Chinee” to show how the
concept of “fair play” was used against
Chinese Americans. Chapter 2 unpicks
how game theory underpins Japanese
internment narratives, revealing a
“subtler version of ludo-Orientalism
that uses the logic rather than the

In the second half of the book, Fickle
addresses modern game studies and
digital gaming technologies. Chapter 4
focusses on how academic scholarship
on games has Orientalism built into
its very foundations. Showing how
Johan Huizinga’s and Roger Caillois’s
interventions in modern game studies
“‘unwittingly’ reveal the implicit role of
the Orientalist imaginary as the formal
logic guiding their ludic theories” (118),
11
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Fickle seeks to question, “not so much,
What was Orientalist about their ludic
theories? […] but rather, What was
ludic about their Orientalism”? (117-8).
In their pioneering work in addressing
how “the institutionalization of play
and its absorption into the social
infrastructure […] paved the way for
the progression of human civilization,”
these scholars were referencing a
specifically Eurocentric viewpoint on
human civilization, one which has since
found its way into a vast number of
contemporary studies (115). In Chapter
5, Fickle addresses the popularity of the
Pokémon franchise (and particularly
Pokémon Go) in America. This chapter
reveals how the effort to develop “global
characters” without an obviously
Japanese identity actually foregrounds
a Euro-American conception of culture,
revealing how “political ideologies
can inhere in games that don’t
necessarily see themselves as political”
(149). Finally, Chapter 6 brings the
discussion full circle, looking at how
the gold farming players of World of
Warcraft have been pathologized by

American game developers and medical
professions “as exclusionists had
Chinese gambling: symptomatic of an
‘Asian’ psychosis that fails to respect
normative boundaries between play
and work, virtual and real work” (23).
The Race Card takes on a vast diversity
of forms of play, from fan tan and poker
to Starcraft and augmented reality,
analyzing works of fiction such as
Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman
Warrior and Hiroshi Nakamura’s
Treadmill alongside such documents
as political speeches and scientific
working papers, and revealing in
the process the long history of ludoOrientalism in America. Fickle
executes this in a way that makes
The Race Card both fascinating and
enjoyable to read. This book should
certainly be of interest to those working
in race and ethnic studies and game
studies but, given the interventions
the book makes in multiple fields, it is
likely to be a compelling read to those
in adjacent areas as well.

12
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broken on various scales to get ahead
of colleagues, who are (too) often
seen as competitors in a world with
more and more pressure. Publish or
perish is something you did not hear
much several decades ago. Now, some
feel it is all too serious and worthy
of committing the sin of all scientific
sins for: fraud in the lab.
The book is written by Chevassusau-Louis, a French biologist and
historian, and the book builds a
patient case on all the different
aspects of fraud in science. Why do we
do it, who did it, how did they do it?
The author has an example for each
and every aspect of fraud. Of course,
many aspects come from his field
of biology or closely related fields.
Some examples, such as the infamous
Stapel case, are from different fields.
Broadly covered in the news in my
home country, The Netherlands,
this example is about a nationally
popular psychologist who managed
to statistically confirm hypotheses
like “eating red meat makes people
more aggressive”. In the end all his
data was fudged or incomplete with
data that did not agree with the goal
hypotheses omitted in the analysis.
It is a story about people less senior
than the perpetrator stepping up at
some point. The reader is naturally
questioning many times throughout
the book: what would I do in such
situation. There are also many
examples of whistle blowers whose
careers were ruined by perpetrators
with better networks or smoother
talking than them.

Review of Fraud in the Lab by
Nicolas Chevassus-au-Louis.
Translated by Nicholas Elliott.
Harvard University Press. 2019.
224 pp.
JORIS VAN HEIJNINGEN
Everyone has heard a story of fraud.
Perhaps at a distance on the news,
perhaps a legendary story swept
under the rug at their university,
or perhaps closer by: someone in
their department—or someone in
their group even—bending the rules
just a bit to get ahead. Science and
scientists are bound by a tacit oath
to each other to do science the right
way. No fraudulent behaviour, just
science. Doing experiments, gathering
data, using all the data to truly see
if some hypothesis holds, and if it
does not, that is also a result worth
sharing. However, more and more we
see our tacit oaths sometimes being

In this 224 page exposé, the reader
is taken through the many different
facets and forms of fraud in academe.
13
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From the less severe self-plagiarism
to outright fabrication of results out of
thin air, many different angles towards
fraud are presented. The underlying
motives for scientist feel all too real:
pressure to publish, getting ahead of
others, etc. However, some examples
show that some scientists are just
narcissistic and self-aggrandising.

network than you and is often already
tenured whereas you don’t want to
stain your postdoc or PhD. Do you stay
silent to avoid ruining your career?
Huge pressures on young people do not
always bring about the right choices.
I think it is very helpful for any
scientist to get acquainted with all
these different aspects of fraud, and
for non-scientists this book provides a
window into the pressured environment
that is contemporary science research.
This book will help you to think about
how to act when fraud happens in your
circles. Also, it will help you form an
opinion of what needs to change. The
book gives concluding advice on how
we all should move to “slow science”.
What that is and why it would be good,
I don’t want to give away now. You will
have to read it for yourself. I can say
that I learned a new word: HARKing.
Hypothesizing After Results are
Known. I should remember that one for
my next research project...

Some pressures on scientists are
avoidable, such as the high-level of
competition for funding schemes, which
brings about a culture where high
risks are taken. Scientists and funding
agencies are not the only ones to blame
for this culture. Journals are also
culpable. They want that one article
that provides that sexy result which
will get lots of citations. The highest
impact journals are particularly
driven by these considerations and
many examples of retractions are
given in the book. The fanfare with
which these fraudulent articles are
published is usually far beyond the
small communication of a retraction
provided after fraud was established.
Open source “pay to play” journals can
be even worse. As authors have to pay
to get published, many journals want
quantity rather than quality as every
publication means cash. Chevassusau-Louis provides a number of funny
examples of what you can get published
in these kinds of outlets, which offers
some light relief from this difficult
subject.
Many examples are also provided
where co-authors find themselves in
a position where they feel they have
to snitch on their (usually) superior
partners. What would you do in that
situation? Do you just get your name
off the manuscript, or do you report
your boss? The boss has a better
15
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enlightenments, little stories shining
light on human life” (8). He addresses
the problematics of the phrase “human
nature” and discusses the provocative
idea that in the scientific movement of
the Enlightenment “anecdotes could
work to unsettle commonsense ideas
of what is natural in human beings”
(21). This book moves from philosophy
and historical and scientific records to
close readings of poetry informed by
thorough research and some superb
illustrations and visuals all the while
highlighting the presence of the
anecdote in these narratives.
In Chapter one, Wood considers
the role of the anecdote alongside
the experimental scientific and
philosophical work undertaken
during the late seventeenth century.
Opening the chapter with D’Israeli,
Addison, and Voltaire, the scope of
this book is established early. Wood
refers to the developing schism
between moral and natural philosophy
throughout the Enlightenment
and names the essay as a primary
medium of scientific and anecdotal
communication. Locke, Addison, Steele
and Haywood are hailed in this chapter
as formative influences on the British
Enlightenment. The chapter ends with
the statement that the anecdote in the
English essay “from Locke to Haywood
was to open up the human as an object
of inquiry like any other phenomenon
in nature” (67).

Review of Anecdotes of the
Enlightenment: Human Nature
from Locke to Wordsworth by
James Robert Wood, University of
Virginia Press. 2019. 241 pp.
ROSE HILTON
In Anecdotes of Enlightenment, James
Robert Wood positions the anecdote as
central to Enlightenment explorations
of human nature in the various forms
and fields of philosophy, science, and
literature. The book is divided into
six parts which trace “a tradition of
thinking with anecdotes from the
late seventeenth century up to the
early nineteenth century” (3). Wood’s
introduction establishes his argument
that “the anecdotes that entered into
Enlightenment writings on the human
similarly identified and dramatized
larger problems for the study of
human nature” (4). Wood makes the
vivid claim that “Anecdotes are little

In Chapter two, Wood explores
philosophy to lay out the more
overtly epistemological approaches
to examining human nature in this
period. Hume’s use of the anecdote
is referred to as an extension of
his empiricism. Wood claims that
“anecdotes and anecdotal thinking
16
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voyages of James Cook and Joseph
Banks. Wood also analyses the
material artefacts of the journeys
of The Endeavour, and the London
reception to these tales as ‘unscientific’.
The reception of the anecdote as
gossipy, effeminate, and unscientific
was centrally located in popular
magazines and satirical poems of the
period: “They made fun of the very
idea that anecdotes could provide a
reliable source of knowledge” (119).
In one of these reports, Cook writes of
an encounter with a Māori man who
mimes the eating of his own arm to
indicate that the bones the explorers
spotted were from a human. Cook
used this anecdote as an empirical
tale that he could rely on more than
any verbal expression, however,
Wood discusses both the fallibility of
Cook’s experiences and the actions
of his editor, Hawkesworth, who at
times adopted Cook’s own voice. The
anecdotes of these journeys served to
represent the human nature of the
colonial explorers, and the ‘otherness’
that they reported in those they met.
Wood deftly deals with the remnants
of the anecdotal records from these
voyages, and the eighteenth-century
reception to the material.

are woven into the very texture of
Hume’s thought” (68), and that Hume’s
philosophy is made quotidian through
the anecdote “acting as a way station
between philosophy and common life”
(69). Part of the power of the anecdote
comes from its use of deviations
from an expected narrative: “they
tend to introduce interruptions into
talk and texts: breaks in the flow of
conversation, the line of narrative” (76).
Despite the power of the anecdote to
subvert expected thinking, Wood also
highlights the possible role of anecdotes
as “anchors preventing philosophers
moving too far away from the tacit
knowledge of the wider community”
(76).

In Chapter four, Wood argues that
anecdotes shaped the poetical theory
of Coleridge and Wordsworth. Wood
claims that they “positioned the
anecdote as a prose genre poised on the
threshold of poetry” (138). Considering
the poem “A slumber did my spirit
steal”, Wood states that the price of
Enlightenment stated in this text is
“the loss of the idea of human nature
as something independent from the
forces that shape and reshape the
natural world” (178).

Chapter three focusses on the
anecdotes that survived from the
17
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This book completes its self-directed
voyage from Locke to Wordsworth
whilst making a compelling case for
the critical examination of the anecdote
as key to narratives of human nature.
Wood is successful in his larger task,
in part, due to his smaller successes.
Namely, the appeals to a variety of
literary forms as well as content,
his clarification that anecdotes are
not necessarily reliable or stable,
and, finally, his acknowledgement of
the scope of this work. Wood states
that he focusses “on the British
Enlightenment simply because it
is the one that I know best” (3), but
also that “even to concentrate on the
British Enlightenment is to encounter
many peripatetic stories that traversed
linguistic and national boundaries” (3).

Female Spectator and Dorothy
Wordsworth’s poetics are welcome, but
brief, inclusions of female voices in this
work. Ultimately, the selections Wood
has begun this compelling study with
are white and male and ‘the other’ is
therefore a subject of their gaze. The
emphasis on white and male voices in
Enlightenment studies is something
that scholars in this field are currently
addressing and responding to in their
thinking and writing. Wood’s text is
far from alone in its emphasis on white
British and European, mainly male,
voices. However, I look forward to the
expanded research that Anecdotes sets
the stage for. Research that draws on
a more diverse selection of voices to
place the anecdote in the various fields
of Enlightenment thought. Wood’s
work is an interesting and well-written
starting point for this scholarship.

The inclusion of Eliza Haywood’s
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Andronicus, The Merchant of Venice,
All’s Well that Ends Well, King Lear,
Cymbeline, and The Tempest.
The most impressive aspect of this
extensive study is the range of
sources Artese discusses. She draws
on a diverse collection of tales from
Europe, the Middle East, India, the
Caribbean, and South America that
all relate to Shakespeare’s works. This
range weaves worlds together and
creates a remarkable and charming
experience for both academic and
general readers. This collection draws
on popular folklorists like Jacob and
Wilhelm Grimm, Marie-Catherine
d’Aulnoy, Giambattista Basile, and
more. It discusses the similarities
each play has with the folklore Artese
selects for the collection, and the way
that Shakespeare used these popular
folktales to appeal to his audience.

Review of Shakespeare and the
Folktale: An Anthology of Stories
edited by Charlotte Artese.
Princeton University Press. 2019.
377 pp.

Artese begins by discussing the
need within her field to show the
importance of folktales as cultural
and universal touchstones that
writers such as Shakespeare freely
exploit. She aims to fill a gap in
Shakespeare scholarship, that “his
folktale sources remain largely
neglected.” This, Artese argues, is due
in part to the inability to prove the
influence of precise tales as “folktales
in this volume are not Shakespeare’s
exact sources,” but a collection of
theoretically similar sources (2). This
book is different from others as it
brings to the surface the qualities
Shakespeare’s works share with
various folktales. Shakespeare and
the Folktale provides a compelling
argument for the need to study the
connection Shakespeare’s work
has with folktales and how the
use of folktales aided in his ability

BRITTANY ELDRIDGE
Folktales have been seen as an
inspiration for many modern-day
authors and film makers, and the
inspiration obtained from these
tales can also be seen in the works of
William Shakespeare, as Charlotte
Artese describes in her book
Shakespeare and the Folktale. Artese
provides valuable and interesting
connections between a selection of
Shakespeare’s plays and certain
folktales, and uses this correlation to
show how folktales all over the world
are related. She skillfully explains
the importance folklore study has in
relation to the study of Shakespeare’s
works, focusing on influential folktales
that could have impacted eight of
Shakespeare’s plays: The Taming of
the Shrew, The Comedy of Errors, Titus
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to connect with his audience as
“folktales often served as common
ground in Shakespeare’s theater,”
thus creating an undying collection
of works (3). Readers who are looking
for a relaxing experience can simply
open up the anthology to one of the
folktales within; however, those
who desire for a more intellectual
read can peruse the introductory
materials of each chapter and see
Artese’s arguments about in the
select grouping of tales and how they
relate to the current play. Artese
splits the selection of Shakespeare’s
plays into individual chapters with
the collection of folktales divided
into each appropriate chapter.
Artese’s collection proves that there
is a relationship shared between
Shakespeare’s works and folktales,
and one that needs to be further
explored.

third chapter, “Titus Andronicus,”
she draws on Shakespeare’s own
declaration of the connection between
the play and the story of Philomela
from Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
She backs up her claims of Titus
Andronicus being “explicitly Ovidian,
and implicitly folkloric” with textual
evidence and analysis. She then
moves on to showing the resemblance
Titus Andronicus has with the
Brothers Grimm’s tale “The Maiden
without Hands,” using the tragic
character of Lavinia to express the
relationship between the two works.
If not obvious, my favorite section of
the anthology is the chapter on Titus
Andronicus.
This anthology can be perused by
an the general reader for sheer
amusement, or by the academic who
wishes to delve further into the world
of Shakespeare and the folktale.
The links Artese derives between
Shakespeare’s plays and the folktales
she draws on are fascinating and
well-explained. She sets out a clear
and convincing argument for the
further examination of these tales
within the field of Shakespeare
scholarship in an easily accessible
and compelling format. These tales,
Artese argues, not only provide
insight into the construction of
Shakespeare’s plays, but also speak
to the relationnship Shakespeare
had with his audience whose
familiarity with some of these tales
would have provided important
touchstones for their enjoyment and
understanding. An awareness of
these interconnections, therefore, can
further illuminate our appreciation
of Shakespeare’s plays and their
contemporary reception.

The anthology is organized into
sections that collect together tales
related to a specific play, each with
a scholarly introduction, providing
some context and positioning the
tales in relation to the play. This
structure allows for the reader to
choose whether to enjoy this scholarly
reflection or to leisurely read a
folktale. Artese notes at the start of
each chapter how the play relates to
the folklore using a brief summary
of the folktale, or she discusses the
plays outright relation to a literary
source. Within the first chapter,
“The Taming of the Shrew,” Artese
provides a summary of the Danish
folktale “The Most Obedient Wife”
and a discussion of how this tale
relates back to the play through key
themes and events. She continues
this method throughout her argument
with various other tales. In the
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leading to new possibilities and
meanings for the space (38). A city is,
therefore, a collection of “ecological”
networks instituted and regulated
by the multifaceted interactions
between urban spaces and the urban
dwellers who live within them.
Yet, Kukla’s analysis goes beyond
description because they filter these
conceptual resources through issues
of spatial justice and inequality such
as gentrification (84), repurposing
historically harmful city structures
(121), and an urban dweller’s “right
to the city” (260). Kukla’s goal in
City Living is, therefore, to set out a
theory of the mutually constitutive
relationship between urban spaces
and urban dwellers and, from those
resources, articulate novel approaches
for enacting spatial justice.

Review of City Living: How Urban
Dwellers and Urban Spaces Make
One Another by Quill R Kukla.
Oxford University Press. 2021.
344 pp.

Two recurring metaphors that
Kukla uses to develop their “mutual
constitution” framework for
understanding urban spaces are
“micronegotiation” (18) and “ecological
ontology” (38). These metaphors
highlight Kukla’s resistance to
analyzing environments and urban
dwellers in a reductionist manner.
Standard approaches to urban theory
fall into one of two camps: spatial
determinism or spatial voluntarism.
Spatial determinism contends that
the top-down processes of city design,
policies, and structures asymmetrically
influence urban dwellers so the
material space itself can be understood
independently from the urban dwellers
and as a driving force for explanations
in urban theory (14-15). Spatial
voluntarism, in contrast, contends that
the asymmetrical power of explanation
is found in urban dwellers and their
individual or community-level decision-

JAG WILLIAMS
In their book City Living, philosopher
and geographer Quill Kukla brings
together a robust interdisciplinary
analysis and a deep appreciation
of urban living in order to reframe
how we think about cities. Urban
spaces, Kukla argues, are not merely
shaped by the material and social
environment that govern a space,
nor are they determined solely by the
agency of the people who live in them.
Kukla’s central insight throughout
their work is that urban environments
and city dwellers are in “mutually
constitutive relationships” which,
together, dynamically create shared
public spaces (13). Material spaces
constrain the activities of city dwellers
but city dwellers also renegotiate these
spaces through their own activities
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making. Kukla cuts through this crisp
distinction by arguing that urban
dwellers negotiate the significance
of urban spaces through systems
of “embodied stances” (habits and
orientations), and these negotiations
can only be understood within a dualanalysis of a given ecological situation,
the activities oriented within the
situation, and how they influence each
other (21-22).

context they are embedded within and
help create. How one performs “street
etiquette” like walking on the sidewalk
and making eye contact with others is
influenced, for example, by what kind
of social identity the person occupies
in a location (gender, economic, race,
disability), what time of day it is, the
person’s familiarity with the place,
and a variety of other conditions (5053). Cities, in virtue of these dynamic
environment-agent interactions,
require a broader explanatory model
than either spatial determinism
or voluntarism can provide which
motivates Kukla’s movement towards
a mutually constitutive relationship
model of urban spaces and urban
dwellers.

Kukla identifies the most basic level of
these kinds of embodied activities as
micronegotiations which are “fleeting,
frequently unconscious, material
actions and transactions that make
up our day as we move through places
in and among other people” (18).
Micronegotiations institute, maintain,
and regulate the kinds of meanings and
actions accustomed to urban spaces and
these negotiations create territories
that agents become accustomed
to and inhabit. Micronegotiations
are performances, therefore, that
intricately depend on the background

Kukla deepens this analysis through
their interrogation of “spatial justice”
(265-266). The ecological nature of
urban spaces clarifies, in particular,
issues regarding gentrification,
repurposing city structures, and
articulating basic rights of city
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dwelling. In terms of gentrification,
Kukla argues that shifts in the
ecological ontologies of territories lead
longtime inhabitants of a territory
to leave because gentrification
attempts to create a ecology geared
towards the ideal capitalist consumer
rather than the actual territory’s
dwellers (97). Ecological shifts in
a city involve gentrifying activities
from both top-down design (tax
breaks for new businesses, rising
rent prices, and over-policing) and
bottom-up community interactions
(revised norms of interactions)
that lead economically and racially
marginalized identities to have
their territory reshaped so as to no
longer include them (93). That is,
the ecological ontology that was once
receptive to individuals is reshaped
so as to exclude them or push them
out. Kukla’s mutual constitutive
model of urban places and dwellers,
consequently, clarifies the intricate
creation of capitalist-influenced
ecologies and how they force out
longtime residents.

inclusive purposes. Urban dwellers
in Berlin, for example, repurpose
the bombed-out buildings from the
war for non-Capitalist modes of
ownership implemented through
territory creation in the activities of
communities (140). Thus, in addition
to gentrification, Kukla develops
resources to analyze the significance
of and potentialities for repurposing
harmful structures from a city’s past.
All of these concepts and practical
analyses lead to Kukla’s passionate
invitation for an ethics of spatial
justice revolving around the concept
of one’s “right to the city” (260).
Spatial justice must be sought
through a zealous pursuit of inclusion
that invites urban dwellers, of all
identities, to express agency within
and upon a variety of shared spaces
in their city (266). This basic right
requires city planning to include, for
example, the voice of marginalized
identities in how material spaces are
constructed, especially as it relates
to disabled citizens whose flourishing
depends on accessible spaces (285).
Morally responsible urban-dwelling
must involve, for Kukla, the ability
of all urban dwellers to participate in
urban space creation in a variety of
territories across a city which means
the voices of all identities must be
represented in even the early stages of
city planning.

Kukla also uses “micronegotiation”
and “ecological ontology” to
understand the theoretical and
moral relevance of “repurposed
cities.” Repurposed cities are those
that were “built to support one
spatial order with specific economic,
social, and political relations, but
in which that spatial order has now
collapsed, so that the city has to
accommodate radically new uses,
users, and purposes” (121). The
explanatory framework of mutual
constitution creates a conceptual
apparatus in which we can motivate
and understand processes of
“repurposing” from the old order’s
harmful use of spaces to more

Thus, in City Living, Kukla presents
the reader with an illuminating
theoretical and social analysis of
urban spaces and how they are
constituted through both the material
and social environment of those
spaces as well as the activities of
those who live in them. An area
of further nuance I would have
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appreciated, however, is how Kukla
approached victim-involving harms
in their analysis of gentrification
and territory maintenance. Kukla,
rightfully, offers substantive and
important critiques of injustices
performed by “white gentrifiers’’ in
the pursuit of reshaping ecological
ontologies towards capitalist gain but
is charitable in their explanations of
harmful activities such as theft and
catcalling performed in gentrified
communities because these activities
help marginalized identities reinforce
their claim to the space (100-120).
While I understand the motivation, I
think further discussion is required to
frame these kinds of moral evaluations.
This is because the quick brush-away
of victim-involving harms does not
take into account the way both“white
gentrifiers” and marginalized
community members are negatively
affected by the harm. Victim-involving
harms, such as catcalling, drug abuse
and selling, and theft, are not merely
disruptive to capitalist interests, in
the form of territory resistance, but

also to the flourishing of longstanding
marginalized dwellers within gentrified
locations. Victim-involving harms,
consequently, cannot be avoided,
ignored, or weakened because these are
harms that influence the flourishing of
all dwellers within a territory and not
just the image of the “white gentrifier.”
Kukla’s criticisms and exceptions
would have been improved, therefore,
from a more thorough discussion of the
complexity involved in victim-involving
harms in territory maintenance.
Yet, even with this reservation, Kukla’s
City Living is a theoretically robust and
socially-engaged work of philosophy.
The synthesis of key concepts from
a variety of disciplines (evolutionary
biology, cognitive science, urban
geography, and philosophy) makes it
a contribution ripe with wide-ranging
and deep insights. I recommend
anyone interested in urban geography
and the philosophies of architecture,
embodiment, feminism, and mind to
read this work.
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Mushroom Lore, these representations
are discussed alongside the almostmagical properties of fungi as they
exist in real life. Written by adventure
travel writer and mycologist Lawrence
Millman and illustrated by artist Amy
Jean Porter, the palm-sized book is
an illustrated mini-encyclopedia on
fungi. Arranged from A to Z, there
are more than 180 entries on topics
ranging from amatoxins (toxic proteins
produced by some mushrooms which
do not harm rabbits) to zombie ants
whose movements are controlled when
infected by a fungus. Also featured
are the adventures of famous and
little-known experts in fungi as well
as other personalities whose paths
have crossed with mushrooms, such as
composer John Cage who established
the New York Mycological Society
and taught a mushroom identification
course.

Review of Fungipedia: A Brief
Compendium of Mushroom Lore
by Lawrence Millman. Princeton
University Press. 2019. 200 pp.
DAPHNE NG

It is not everyday that the general
public will appreciate a book
about fungi and Fungipedia does a
wonderful job of introducing these
significant but often neglected
organisms. More than a mere listing
of fascinating facts about fungi, each
entry captures the attention of the
reader by presenting these details as
anecdotes. For example, the entry on
the Berserker Mushroom begins with
how the mushroom may have gotten
its name from its ability to increase
maniacal behaviour in Viking soldiers
who consumed them. It ends with an
amusing hypothesis that as “Berserk”
also means “bear shirt” in several
Scandinavian languages, Viking
warriors who wore shirts made of bear
fur inside out may have also gone
crazy with the constant rubbing of fur

We often think of mushrooms as
delectable treats sautéed in butter
and garlic but did you know that they
also play prominent roles in popular
culture? In Alice in Wonderland, Alice
encounters a caterpillar sitting on a
mushroom. It tells her that eating one
side of the mushroom will make her
grow taller while the other side will
make her smaller. Alice breaks off
two pieces and true to the caterpillar’s
word, one piece causes her to shrink
while the other piece causes her neck
to grow high into the trees. Sizealtering magical mushrooms also
feature in the Super Mario Nintendo
video games. A small Mario consumes
a red mushroom with white spots,
inspired by the fly agaric mushroom,
to become an upsized Super Mario.
In Fungipedia: A Brief Compendium of
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against their skin. A hint of tongue-incheek humour is evident throughout
the book, especially when Millman
writes “Just as we like to eat fungi,
certain fungi like to eat us, or at least
parts of us…”. As stated in the preface,
Millman is less concerned about the
scholarly distinctions between different
fungi, preferring to refer to them by
their common instead of scientific
names. Millman writes in the first
and second person, often drawing
comparisons between the mushrooms
and ourselves (“Just like us, gills tend
to change color as they age”). The result
is a handbook that reads less like a
scientific guide than a collection of
stories about fungi told by a narrator
that is passionate about telling you all
about these mysterious organisms.

lacks, it is more illustrations. While
the book is touted as an illustrated
mini-encyclopedia of fungi, not
every entry is illustrated. Although
Millman uses descriptions to paint
images about how the fungi look like
in the readers’ minds, some entries
about intriguing fungi such as the
one on Cramp Balls, could do with
a drawing. Afterall, a picture paints
a thousand words, or in the case of
Fungipedia, a thousand mushrooms.
Overall, Fungipedia is a whimsical
peek into the obscure world of fungi.
The book is as much for general
readers as it is for experts in fungi.
With its easy-to-read snippets,
Fungipedia inspires the general
public to find out more about
fungi, beyond the knowledge that
mushrooms taste good with butter
and garlic. On the other hand, experts
will appreciate the life-like depictions
and illustrations of their favourite
fungal subjects. It is a must-read for
all.

For mycologists who know all about
the intricacies of these complex
microorganisms, Fungipedia reads
like an anthology of short snippets
of their favourite fungi and how they
are deeply intertwined in society. As
a microbiologist with an unhealthy
obsession for all things microbial, I was
captivated by the stories about famous
and lesser-known mycologists who went
to great lengths to study mushrooms,
even when they were ostracized. I was
also surprised to read that “ambrosia”,
a Greek word meaning food of the gods,
originated from ambrosia beetles: their
food was presumed to have come from
the gods as no one knew that they were
feeding on fungi. With these fascinating
fungal stories, Fungipedia is the book
the experts wish they would have
written to share their fascination with
fungi.
If there is something that Fungipedia
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